HRZ

Uni-ID. The Key to all things IT.
With your Uni-ID you can get all kinds of advantages, from WIFI-coverage all over the city, to discounts at many stores. Every employee of the Uni gets a Uni-ID at the start of their career. It has to be used for the services offered by the HRZ such as WIFI, email, Sciebo, and many more.

IT not your thing?
No Problem. For People with little to no IT knowledge the HRZ offers help through their IT-Helpdesk. No question is dumb enough. If you need help, come by.

WIFI
Nowadays more important than the air we breathe. With eduroam the Uni-Bonn offers WIFI at any university building. Not only can you use it here in Bonn but also worldwide. Using your Uni-ID you can set your devices up do receive eduroam connectivity. The following instructions will help you.

Welcome to the University of Bonn

In our newsletter you are going to be provided with some information about the City of Bonn and its University. Those information include upcoming events, free time activities, interesting places and more, which we hope are going to be beneficial for your apprenticeship in Bonn.

We wish you a great time in the City of Beethoven.

Upcoming Events

- Weihnachtsmarkt (22.11. - 23.12.2019)
- Kirschblüte (April)
- Bonn Marathon (26.04.2020)
- Rhein in Flammen (02.05.2020)
- Kunstrasen (during festival season)
- Ballonfest (10 – 14.06.2020)
- Panama Open Air (03.07.2020)
- Summerslam (04.07.2020)
- Green Juice Festival (31.07 – 01.08.2020)
- Pützchens Markt (10 – 15.09.2020)

Public Transport

- Next-Bike
  - Bikes to rent on a 30-minute basis, with 30 mins of free ride each day, when registered with your Uni-Bonn email address

- E-Scooter
  - Tier/Lime
  - Sometimes free rides when registered with your Uni-Bonn email address


[QR codes for Apple and Android devices]
Our Survey

What do you think about Bonn?

- **What are advantages of Bonn?**
  Uni, weather, well connected, not to small and not to big, mensa, beautiful people

- **What are the disadvantages of Bonn?**
  few/expensive apartments, basically no clubs

Fun Facts

- The first citizen of Bonn was named Publius Clodius
- Bonn is the biggest city without a 1st division football club
- The black forest cake is originally from Bonn

Interesting Places

1. Bonn HBF
2. City hall
3. Old town hall
4. Main building
5. Botanic garden
6. Uni Sport facilities
7. Breite Straße
8. Beethoven-House
9. Haribo store
10. Melbbad (Outdoor Swimming Pool)
11. Woki - cinema
12. Campo Mensa Poppelsdorf
13. HRZ
14. Brauhaus Bñosch
15. Haus der Geschichte
16. Rheinaue
17. Club N8schicht Bonn
18. University Library